Within the quest for direct band-gap group IV materials, strain engineering in germanium is one promising route. We present a study of the strain distribution in single, suspended germanium nanowires using nanofocused synchrotron radiation. Evaluating the probed Bragg reflection for different illumination positions along the nanowire length results in corresponding strain components as well as the nanowireʼs tilting and bending. By using these findings we determined the complete strain state with the help of finite element modelling. The resulting information provides us with the possibility of evaluating the validity of the strain investigations following from Raman scattering experiments which are based on the assumption of purely uniaxial strain.
Introduction
The need for high-efficiency light emitting semiconductor devices based on silicon technology drives the efforts to alter the band structure of germanium, which has proven to be a good companion for state of the art silicon technology [1] [2] [3] . Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Its high mobility values, especially for holes, along with its compatibility with complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor processing, make it a promising material for novel on-chip light sources and detectors [4] [5] [6] [7] . Intrinsic germanium is, however, an indirect semiconductor, with the energy minimum of the conduction band valley at the Γ point 140 meV higher than the global conduction band minimum at the L point [8] . Electron-hole recombination from the lowest energy valleys is therefore only possible in connection with impurity and phonon scattering, rendering this recombination inefficient as compared to direct band-gap materials. For this reason, the goal of numerous investigations is to make germanium a direct semiconductor. Various methods and theoretical predictions, providing road maps to achieve this goal, have been reported in the literature. Zone-folding in multilayer structures was pursued in the 1990's, but the resulting material combinations showed a comparatively weak transition strength [9] . Recently, theoretical improved sequences have been suggested [10] , but a clear experimental proof has not been achieved so far. Direct recombination in Ge has already been shown using degenerate doping of the L valleys [11] , and even lasing action has been claimed, while recent studies suggest that achieving optical gain is actually more complex than originally assumed [12] . Alloying Ge with Sn was reported to result in direct band-gap behaviour [13] , and even lasing has been demonstrated recently [14] despite difficult material control due to the low solubility of Sn in Ge.
Another promising attempt is strain engineering, which turns out to be a powerful tool for altering the band structure of semiconductor materials [15] . By applying uniaxial tensile strain along the 111 á ñ-direction in the order of 4% on single crystal Ge, quasi-particle calculations within the GW approximation predict a direct band gap at the Γ point [16] . This would give the possibility of highly efficient optical emission, however, the required strain values are difficult to realize experimentally. Efforts have been made to realize strained Ge layers on top of various substrates. Here lattice mismatch and divergent thermal expansion coefficients, together with strainenhancing microstructuring, were used to apply strain to the Ge layer [17] . Enhanced photoluminescence emission was obtained, but eventually direct band-gap Ge based on strain engineering alone has not yet been reached. Nanowires (NWs) have proven to bear very high tensile strain values, of up to 10% strain before mechanical fracture has been reported in certain cases [18] . This makes them interesting candidates for achieving uniaxially strained Ge with sufficiently high strain values, just by stretching them in the axial direction. However, it is as important as it is nontrivial to fabricate devices which provide elongated NWs. Sample layouts based on lithographically structured SOI substrates have been developed for this purpose [19] , resulting in devices with single prestrained germanium NWs. Actually, most of the concepts mentioned above include strained material, eventually in combination with other approaches, and very often micro-or nanostructuring is an important step in device design. Thus local strain determination is very important, and confocal-focused (μ)-Raman scattering is often used to locally measure the strain state [20, 21] , usually using bulk strain shift coefficients and assuming a particular, e.g., uniaxial, strain state. Moving towards nanostructures, confinement effects and surface states might lead to alterations of the strain shift coefficients involved in the analysis, and in real devices deviations from a purely uniaxial strain state might occur. This calls for a more direct and independent method to analyse the NWʼs strain state.
We present nanofocused x-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments and perform complementary finite element method (FEM) [22] modelling to provide a detailed insight into the strain state of tensile strained suspended Ge NWs. Those findings are then compared with μ-Raman experiments on the very same nanostructures. Due to the particular device design [19] , besides uniaxial tension, the NWs also exhibit a certain bending, i.e. curvature, resulting in a more complex strain distribution within the nanowires. Moreover, the NW geometry, in particular a pronounced tapering and the presence of an amorphous shell around the bottom part of the wires, additionally affect the resulting strain distribution. Since it is mandatory to perform the diffraction experiment only on single, selected nanowires, we use nanofocused XRD: a full width half maxima (FWHM) focal-spot size of around 400 nm allows for the illumination of parts of the NWs and for following the strain distribution along their growth direction. FEM modelling also gives access to details in the strain distribution and shear strains, which are not directly measured and are deduced from the measured NW bending and geometry. Furthermore, the Raman shifts were calculated using the strain tensor from FEM simulations for a direct comparison of the values obtained by XRD and the measured Raman shift for several positions along the nanowires.
Sample structure
The basis for the straining devices have been silicon on insulator (SOI) wafers consisting of a bottom Si (111) handle wafer and a highly boron doped Si (110) device layer separated by silicon dioxide, as shown in figures 1(a) and (b). Using photolithography, reactive ion etching, and partial removal of the buried oxide by wet etching, a mesa structure with freestanding Si cantilevers with {111} faceted sidewalls was fabricated according to [19] . Moreover, mesa patches with side walls parallel to the cantileverʼs sidewall were located opposite the cantilevers, providing mesa-cantilever gaps which were eventually bridged by Ge NWs. The cantilevers were prestrained prior to NW growth, and later released, so that finally the NWs bridging the gap between mesa and cantilever take up this strain. For more details please refer to the supporting information.
Top view scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images, see figures 1(c) and (d), show the final two devices investigated by nanofocused XRD and μ-Raman scattering. The NWs have similar lengths of around 3 μm, and the cantilevers are 1.9 μm thick in both devices. Apparently, the NWs exhibit a pronounced tapering in growth direction. Apart from the crystalline Ge core the NWs are covered by a buckled, tapered shell, as seen in the insets at the top of figures 1(c) and (d). Transmission electron microscopy images taken from the sample show that this shell is amorphous around a crystalline Ge core 10 . Hence one cannot expect an x-ray diffraction signal from this shell. We will come back to this in more detail during the discussion of the results, in section 5.
Experiments
Confocal μ-Raman scattering experiments have been carried out following the scheme detailed in [20] . The excitation laser was focussed to a diffraction limited spot of ≈500 nm and centred in the gap on the suspended NW. Raman spectra were recorded in backscattering geometry. The linearly polarized laser, with power output ≈40 μW, was sent through a dichroic beam splitter onto the sample. The emitted light was then filtered by a Shamrock 532 nm RazorEdge long-pass edge filter, being coupled into a single-mode fibre waveguide from the microscope into the spectrograph with an f/4 aperture ratio. Gratings with 600 l mm and 1800 l mm and a 300 mm focal length were used in the spectrograph. Raman measurements were performed in the centre of the investigated NWs as well as in two spots close to the base (bottom) and the top end (tip) of the NWs. The nanofocused XRD experiments were performed at beamline ID01 of the European Synchrotron (ESRF) in Grenoble, France. A Fresnel zone plate was used to focus a monochromatic incident x-ray beam to a FWHM spot size of ≈(400 × 400) nm 2 at an energy of 8.9 keV. The experiment and data analysis will be elaborated for NW1; NW2 is analysed in the same manner and any particular differences will be mentioned explicitly. Due to the fact that the surface orientation of the SOI waferʼs device layer is a 110
[ ] direction, the NWʼs 110 [ ] orientation is also parallel to the sample surface normal for the selected NWs, which grow along the mesa sidewallʼs surface normal, i.e. the [111] direction. Due to the particular geometry, only the 220 [ ] Bragg reflections have been available at the wavelength used, which means that we could directly measure the strain ^, in the direction perpendicular to the NW growth direction. The scattered intensity from the Ge (220) Bragg reflection was collected with the scattering plane aligned perpendicular to the wire, i.e., along the gap between mesa and cantilever (see figure 2 (a)). In order to bring the nanowire exactly into the focal spot, the sample was pre-aligned with an optical microscope mounted on the diffractometer and looking from the top onto the sample. The optical microscope was aligned to the centre of rotation of the goniometer, which coincides with the x-rayʼs focal spot. Given the limited precision of the bearings of the goniometer stages, this alignment is accurate up to few micrometers. The finer position determination was then done with scanning x-ray diffraction (SXRD) Shown are the freestanding cantilever (CL) and opposite it, a mesa pad, which together create the gap where the suspended and strained NW is located. The NW lengths as well as the cantilever width are specified at the bottom for NW1 and NW2, respectively. microscopy [23] : moving the goniometer angles first to the Si (220) Bragg condition, the scattered intensity is recorded as a function of the sampleʼs lateral position, which is controlled by a piezo stage moving with nanometer precision [24] . This allows us to detect the exact position of the mesa and the cantilever. Then, the Bragg angles are changed to the Ge (220) Bragg condition and the Ge nanowire position is determined in the same fashion. The resulting real-space maps are shown in figure 2(b).
Three-dimensional reciprocal-space maps (RSMs) around the Ge (220) Bragg reflection were recorded for each real-space position of the focal spot with respect to the investigated NW. This was achieved by measuring the scattered intensity using a two-dimensional pixel detector (MAXIPIX) for a series of incidence angles around the probed Bragg angle. Since the piezo-driven spatial motion is much faster than the goniometer rotations, a real-space map was recorded for each incidence angle of the primary beam, which was changed in 0.1°steps, roughly corresponding to the divergence of the focused incident beam. The real-space grid axes are thereby defined by the real-space directions scan x and scan y . The focal spot size of the focused beam defined the step size of the real-space grid in scan x y , directions (note that these axes are rotated by 45°with respect to the crystalline coordinate system x y z , , { }, as indicated in figure 2 ). An inset in figure 2(a) shows the scattered intensity from the Ge NW, integrated over the whole Bragg reflection and overlayed to an SEM image of the particular NW. The wire appears significantly broadened due to the convolution of its actual size with the focused synchrotron beam diameter, which is additionally projected to the surface by the Bragg angle of 17 » .
XRD data evaluation
An example of the recorded RSMs of NW1, containing all interesting features for our discussion, is shown in figure 3(a). On top of the Q y -Q z slice, i.e. for positive Q z values, one can RSM of NW1; recorded while the focused beam was positioned at the NW tip. On the left hand side a Q y -Q z slice is shown where the intensity distribution from the NW is located at positive Q z values and a second signal is located at negative Q z values. The origin of this second reflection is a crystallite on the cantileverʼs side wall. The inset of a SEM micrograph along with red arrows illustrate this situation. On the right hand side the intensity distribution from the NW in the Q y direction, integrated over an area illustrated by a watermark in the left plot, is shown (blue line). This is compared with the shape function of a hexagon with an 80 nm diameter (green line). White arrows in (a) indicate the elongation of the NW reflection in the Q z direction due to bending (see text for details). see the scattered intensity from the NW tip Q Q Q , ,
x y z { }with thickness oscillations in the Q y direction 11 . This finding confirms the SEM images, which showed that the side facets of the hexagonal NW are parallel to the sample surface. The observed intensity oscillations were then compared to simulations , i.e., the Fourier transform of a hexagonal shape shown in figure 3(b), yielding tip diameters of 80 nm and 64 nm for NW1 and NW2, respectively. From the position of the NWʼs Bragg reflection the lattice plane spacing in the 110 [¯] direction is determined as detailed below. The NW signal is additionally broadened in the Q z direction (along the NW growth direction, indicated by the white arrow). This reflects bent lattice planes within the illuminated NW segment 12 . Additionally, a second diffraction signal was recorded at negative Q z values. This signal actually stems from a Ge crystallite located on the side facet of the cantilever, as illustrated in the inset of figure 3(a) . The crystallite is expected to be grown epitaxially on the cantilever, except for a very small possible tilt due to a few misfit dislocations. Hence, the orientation of this Bragg reflection was taken as a reference direction in reciprocal space, giving the surface normal of the cantileverʼs side facet. This represents a local crystal direction very close to the actual measured NW position on the cantilever. By comparing this reference with the NW Bragg reflectionʼs position one is able to calculate the NWʼs bending and tilting with respect to the cantilever. Here, 'tilt' denotes the angle between the cantileverʼs surface normal and the NW growth direction, whereas 'bending' denotes the NWʼs curvature. In order to analyse both the lattice parameter and bending quantitatively we have to reduce the NW signal which was acquired as a 5D data set (three reciprocal space and two real space coordinates) to a 2D data set depending only on the real-space positions. For this the following formalism was applied:
The values, also grid a is practically constant perpendicular to the investigated NW, since the 'smearing' of the diffracted signal along this real space direction is only due to the distribution of a specimen/ beam-geometric configuration. To obtain the lattice plane spacing within the illuminated NW segments along the NW, the values of d grid 220 were averaged in the direction perpendicular 11 The reciprocal coordinates {Q x , Q y , Q z } are parallel to the nanowire coordinate system {x, y, z} apart from a small tilt of a few degrees of the NW. 12 This Bragg peak elongation in the Q z direction is actually the convolution of the bending distribution with the divergence of the nanofocused beam. to the NWʼs growth axis with d grid 220 s used as a weighting function. Since the width of the NW signal in real space is due to a geometrical broadening effect as discussed above, the values are practically constant perpendicular to the NW growth direction, and the integration mainly reduces the noise in the curve. To get the bending/tilt variation α along the investigated NW, the grand means of grid a were calculated in the direction perpendicular to the NWʼs growth axis, and the result is shown in figure 4(b) . Moreover, the according standard deviations s a were calculated for each illuminated NW segment. A tilt of 3.6 • with an additional bending of around 0.4 • was found for NW1. High-resolution SEM images, not shown here, recorded under a sample tilt of 30 • , proved that the NW was indeed not growing parallel to the surface but under a certain angle. Figure 4 For NW2, no particular reference direction in reciprocal space was available, because the Si signal (from mesa or cantilever) was too far away and significant goniometer movements were necessary to bring it onto the detector. Hence, the bending of this NW was calculated with the NW tipʼs Bragg reflection position as a reference.
Results and discussion
In order to also analyse the strain   along the NW growth axis from the measured strain ^and tilt/bending values, FEM simulations were performed. The orientation of the strain tensor used for the simulations with respect to the lab system was defined as follows: the normal axis yy  and zz  were chosen parallel to ^and   respectively. The material constants from [25] for the crystalline Ge NW-core itself, and from [26] for the amorphous germanium/oxide shell. Since the wires have been kept in air for a long period of time during precharacterization and transport to the synchrotron, the shell is most likely oxidized. The relaxation of the prebent cantilever can, beside the desired NW tension, cause additional forces on the NW. For example, a small vertical displacement of the cantilever would apply a force on the NW tip perpendicular to its growth direction, hence resulting in a bending of the NW. Another possible load case would be if the cantilever was to become slightly twisted, which can also result in a certain NW bending. Due to the tapering and inhomogeneous shell, this finally leads to an inhomogeneous strain distribution along and within the wires. The geometric dimensions from high-resolution SEM and XRD (analysis of finite thickness fringes) have been used as input for the FEM model: the NW tapering and the amorphous Ge shell at the thicker end (which is also tapered) have been taken into account. Special boundary conditions account for the influence of mesa and/or cantilever structures straining the NW. The bottom face of the NW was fixed, reflecting the rigid NW/mesa connection at the initial growth point. At the thin tip end of the NW two forces, F 1 and F 2 , were applied; a tensile force F 1 which elongates the NW due to the relaxing cantilever after FIB cutting, as well as a force F 2 due to the vertical positioning of the cantilever. This second force has direct effects on the bending of the NW. The exact origin and magnitude of these vertical (along the crystallographic y-axis) cantilever movements are not investigated here; they may be due to inhomogeneous oxidation conditions or to the influence of the NW itself, connecting mesa and cantilever not necessarily in a symmetric fashion. Due to the cantilever tilting, not only an up/downward deflection of the NW tip can occur, but also a rotation of the NW tip facet with respect to the bottom facet, which is also included as a parameter in the FEM simulations. Since we have no means of directly assessing the forces, we use them as fit parameters in the simulations. Calculations were run to obtain the best match to the measured parameters, which are the NW strain in the 110 [¯] direction and the bending values along the wire length. To account for the sampling of NW segments with the nanofocused x-ray beam, the simulated NWs were divided into segments according to the selected scan x and scan y step widths. Just the simulated strain values from the crystalline core were evaluated, which reflects the fact that the measurement is sensitive solely to the crystalline parts of the NW. The resulting strain values, as well as the bending angles, were then averaged within these segments. Moreover, the standard deviation of the distributed values was calculated to give a measure of how much the values are scattered within one segment.
The concluding simulation results for NW1 and NW2 are found in table 1. Illustrations of the simulated NWs are found in figures 5 and 6.
The results for NW1 are presented in figure 5 , where the coordinate system of the simulation is depicted in the inset at the top along with an on-scale sketch of the simulated geometry at the bottom. The measured strain values of ^, shown as a black error bar plot in panel (a), vary along the NW due to its tapering as well as the amorphous shell, reaching a maximum strain of −0.14 % at the NW tip. For the measured values, the error bars reflect the standard measurement error. The blue line, together with the dark and light blue areas, show the according simulation results for the optimum parameters from the fit procedure. The shaded areas reflect the minimum and maximum values in the simulated segments (light blue) and the standard deviation of the strain distribution (dark blue). The measured values of α depending on the position along the NW are plotted in figure 5(b) . Here the error bars of the measured values are given by the elongation of the NW reflection, see figure 3 , and are thus an actual measured bending distribution, i.e. a curvature, within the illuminated NW segment.
A force (F 1 ) of 8.60 μN in the direction of the NW tip front faceʼs surface normal was applied to stretch the NW by approximately 18 nm. However, applyingonly this force would decrease the NW tilt angle and the bending would be incompatible with the experimental data. Thus a force F 2 with a strength of 0.536 μN, which accounts for the second effect Table 1 . List of all simulation parameters resulting in the best agreement between the measured strain values and the simulation results. The NW dimensions were specified from SEM micrographs and the NW tip diameters have additionally been confirmed by the evaluation of thickness oscillations in the recorded XRD spectra. All lengths are given in nm.
Core Shell
Tip The strain tensor values within the simulated crystalline core wire, averaged in the NWʼs radial direction, are plotted along the NWʼs axial direction. Due to the existence of strain distributions in the radial direction the standard deviation of this distribution is shown additionally as light areas for the symmetric strain components and as error bars for the asymmetric strain components. To take the huge magnitude difference of the symmetric and asymmetric components into account, they are illustrated within two different y-axes. Actual slice plots from the FEM simulations illustrate the geometric configuration of the NWs and the applied forces. This two-dimensional colour plot shows the shear strain component yz  and for a proper illustration of the NW deformation it was enhanced by a factor of five. of the cantilever, keeping the tip of the NW down, was introduced. With these two forces a good agreement of both the measured strain ^and the tilt variation α along the NW axis is obtained.
To reproduce the strain measured in NW2, the simulated wire was elongated by 12 nm through a force F 1 of 6.30 μN. The measured strain ^and the diagonal strain component yy  from the FEM simulation are shown in figure 5(c), again with an in-scale sketch of the simulated geometry. The highest strain in the radial direction, measured in the NW tip, was around −0.14 %. The bending values are presented in figure 5(d) . The bending in the simulation was achieved by a force F 2 of 0.007 μN, which resulted in a displacement of the NW tipʼs front face by 12 nm. In comparison to NW1 where the orientation of the front face was kept fixed, for NW2 this surface was allowed to rotate around the x-axis. This accounts for the different tilt angles of the NW bottom and tip seen in figure 5(d) , while for NW1 the tip and bottom show the same tilt (see figure 5(b) ). As can be seen from the simulation results in figure 5(d) , the curvature has a maximum after the end of the amorphous shell. This can be understood since the part of the NW which is more supported by the shell, i.e. stiffer due to the bigger diameter, shows indeed only a small bending distribution. Where the support of the tapered shell is fading, higher bending starts to occur.
From the FEM simulations of the measured strain and the measured tilt variations, the complete strain state becomes accessible, and we see some interesting features in the resulting plots in figure 6 : the tensile diagonal strain component zz  is the dominant one, reaching maximum values of 1.16% and 0.95% for NW1 and NW2, respectively. Even for relatively small bending the other strain components are nonzero, and the strain state is therefore not purely uniaxial. In particular, due to the bending, finite shear strain components occur, which is shown in figure 6 . Furthermore, the strain variation along the wire length depends on the tapering and the tapered amorphous shell. An additional stiffening of the wires happens due to the shell, so that both the Poisson terms xx  and yy  , as well as the shear terms, vary along the wire. Particular kinks and wide variations occur towards the thin tip of the wire, as well as at the position where the shell ends. This is shown in figure 6 : the shaded areas depict the variation of the diagonal strain components and the solid lines of equal colour represent the average values. For the shear terms the variations within their radial distributions are indicated as error bars. Note that these bars do not actually represent an uncertainty, but rather reflect a systematic variation of the values within the wire cross section due to the bending. This can also be seen in the cross section insets displayed for the middle of the NW. 
Comparison to Raman measurements
Using the full strain tensor obtained from detailed FEM calculations, we are able to simulate the Raman shifts following the approach of Peng and De Wolf [27, 28] , and compare the results to the experimental values, as shown in figure 7 for NW1 and NW2 in panels (a) and (b), respectively. The simulated variation of the Raman shift along the axis is depicted as a blue line. A measure of the maximum and minimum values of the simulated Raman is given by the blue areas. The derived strain values reproduce the measured Raman shifts (black diamonds) very well. The data are also compatible with a linear relationship k zz  DW @between Raman response and the axial strain component zz  with a linearity factor of k 434 1 cm = [29] , and we can also compare the data in another way. In figures 7(c) and (d), the strain values   along the NW axis obtained using this linear relation from the Raman shifts are plotted against the strain values obtained from the XRD/FEM analysis, again showing a very good match. Table 2 lists the values obtained from the Raman experiment DW, as well as strain values   calculated using the conversion factor k and those derived from the XRD analysis. Moreover, from the XRD results, we see that the strain state is not purely uniaxial but actually more complex, and we can determine even minor shear components not accessible to Raman analysis for single NWs.
Summary and conclusion
Prestrained germanium NWs have been investigated using nanofocused x-ray diffraction to provide complementary results for μ-Raman scattering experiments on the very same nanometer-scaled objects. From the position of the recorded x-ray diffraction data, i.e. the (22 0) Bragg reflections, strain values in the plane perpendicular to the NW growth direction were deduced. This results in the strain distribution along the NW axis with a real-space resolution of approximately 400 nm, taking into account the focused x-ray beam size. With the presented approach a significant strain along the wire growth direction   of 1.13% can be introduced into the NWs, and a strain gradient was found. Although the static strain obtained in our work is not enough to reach direct band gaps in Ge it enables further work, possibly by dynamically straining the NWs. The measured strain values were found by simulating the NWs using FEM models, and comparing the resulting strain perpendicular to the growth direction ^with the measured strain state. Taking into account the measured bending of the nanowires yields additional input for the simulations, partially compensating for the fact that only one Bragg reflection was accessible, due to geometric restrictions. From the simulations, the strain gradient along the NWs was explained in more detail by their tapered shape, which is confirmed by high-resolution SEM images. Additionally, an amorphous oxide shell around the crystalline NW's core was found and taken into account for the simulations, which causes strain variations due to a position-dependent stiffening effect. The XRD/FEM results corroborate the Raman analysis using a linear relationship between uniaxial strain and line shift, but allow us to obtain additional insight into the full strain state of the wires.
